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About This Game

Copoka is an open-world exploratory indie game about a bird building its nest in a totalitarian city state. As a player, you are
soaring free, high above the city of Copoka, as a contrast to the citizens below. Your goal is to find and collect twigs for your

nest, and as you construct your home piece by piece a story of intrigue and politics beneath around you.

Key Features

Take wing and enjoy the freedom of flight

Experience a city boiling with strife and political turmoil

Eavesdrop on conversations to get the full story of the city

Story

The city of Copoka is in distress. Speakers all around the city proclaim the glory of the Great Leader and how she will bring
salvation to a country in need, while people lament in the streets about starvation and dissatisfaction. Something is brewing in

the back alleys of the slums. Whispers in the wind tell about a coming uprising, about an end to the suffering and new hope for
the citizens of Copoka. Being a bird you can undertake the role of silent observer. By listening to people around the city a more
nuanced picture of the brewing conflict is revealed - a conflict concerning clashing ideologies regardless of social standing or

allegiance.
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Of course, it’s up to you if you wish to stop and listen. After all, what are human concerns to a bird anyway?
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Title: Copoka
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Inaccurate Interactive
Publisher:
Guru Games
Release Date: 1 Jul, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 x64, Windows 8 x64, Windows 10 x64 (64-bit OS Required)

Processor: Intel Core i5 2400S at 2.5 Ghz or AMD FX-4100 at 3.6 Ghz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 560TI or Radeon R7 260X

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 1700 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX® compatible sound card with latest drivers

Additional Notes: Controller is recommended

English
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Buy this game if you like space RPG adventures in an open world, with mining, piracy, combat, trading and a whole galaxy to
check out. It IS still in Early Access though, so you have to keep that in mind. The Dev seems extremely active, and release a
patch within days of hearing feedback about issues and bugs, which fixed all the problems I had with the game. Think about that
for a second. I told the dev that I had a few problems with the game, and he set out to fix them, and did so in a few days. I have
had problems with Day Z since day 1, and low and behold going on a few years later, they are still there! I know the scope and
scale are different, but you get my point, this dev wants his game to be great, and he wants everyone to have fun playing it. So if
you think that you would enjoy a 2d top down space RPG adventure, than get out your wallet or Paypal password and help this
Early Access game out to be as awesome at release as it can be!. This is good.I will wait another episodes ;). I only Bought this
game because its related to dota
and now i no longer play dota, so this just looks like wasted money to me. As someone who has created textures for sims, I am
blown away by the consistency and beauty of the texture work these guys do. Of course I'd prefer some higher res textures here
and there, or at least that option. But they do have to keep file sizes on this side of galactic; some folks have several terabytes
worth of textures in their sims. At 10 bucks, this is a no brainer when you consider what other add-ons can cost for P3d\/FSX.
You can spend more for a single scenery area in FSX than this entire sim + this add on offer. While it's not quite ORBX level of
detail, I can't say I've seen an overall better looking and performing product. I look forward to the system depth and
customizability that will kick this sim into first place on the market.. Okay, what can be said about Them & Us, in postive and
negative terms?

First of all, it\u00b4s 'inspired' by Resident Evil 1, Alone in the Dark and Silent Hill up to a point, where it can be described as a
literal homage. You\u00b4ll discover certain scenes in game, that resemble their counterpieces in Resi and SH almost 1 on 1:
your first encounter with a zombie, the moment something breaks through the window in a corridor or you\u00b4ll be attacked
by a visitor, spending some time in a bathtub. The atmosphere is thick as hell, and the music and soundeffects are playing no
small part in that. The whole game somewhat resembles the Resident Evil 1 HD Remake, without simply copying it. I really like
to idea of separate 3rd person and classic mode with tank controls, which feel tight and responsive. Graphics are nice and really
atmospheric as well, with lots of little details catching your eye. Puzzles are nice, but I admit, it\u00b4s nothing I haven\u00b4t
seen in another Resi or SH Game - they\u00b4re simply nothing postive or negative, they\u00b4re just okay.

Okay, lets come to the critic:
First of all: Combat. Combat in this game is terrible. At least up to the point, where you\u00b4ll get the Handgun. Combat with
the knive is borderline impossible. Don\u00b4t get me wrong: it\u00b4s not just hard, I would have no problem with that.
Problem is, in Resi, if you attack a Zombie with the knive and land a hit, you\u00b4ll stagger the enemie for a split-second - just
enough to land a second hit. This doesn\u00b4t work here at all. The zombie will come at you unfazed, no matter you hit it, or
not. Please, fix this! At least in the lower difficulity settings, I should have the chance to kill them without being ripped apart.

Second thing bothering me: the performance. I\u00b4m fully aware this game is still in early access and probably not really
optimized yet, so - this point won\u00b4t affect my verdict, since I\u00b4m not really feeling that bothered by it, but it has to be
mentioned. I\u00b4m having some pretty nasty framterate drops from 60 fps to about 30-45 without any apparent reason.
Drivers are on the latest (stable) version, and it makes no difference whether im playing on med or very high detail.
(Im playing on an I7 6700k, with 16 gigs of Ram and 2x Radeon RX 580, so that shouldn\u00b4t be the problem)

So - recomment it or not?

A clear recommendation, IF you are aware of the current problems this build has. The dev\u00b4s are working on it and i really
believe, that this game has the potential to become a real alternative for old school survival horror fans. Give the developers a
chance, you can clearly see the love for the genre, that has been poured into this game.. 16/5/17
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+Great Story, Captures the heart and soul of Little Witch Academia! Doki Doki no Waku Waku!
+Interesting mechanics, does need some getting used to but is very rewarding once mastered.
+Characters are cuter in 3d then in 2d, Especially Sucy!

-Ridgid movements, Could use more camera controls / Different level of speed could have been controlled from a joystick.

-Graphics are Sub par, characters are blurry and hard to see and there lacks a option for customizing graphics.
(FOUND THE CUSTOMIZABLE GRAPHICS, IT'S IN MAIN MENU LMAO)

Sidenotes: I have finally reached a savepoint. After having to restart the game twice because i didn't have time to play until the
first savepoint. Thank you all for your comments and tips!. VIKING GOOODDS!!!. Which idiot decided to put so many
explosion effects?. Great gane, easy to play for everyone,The price is also just right no need to wait for sale
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It's something for those who like fantasy novels that are light-hearted right up until they aren't. If you liked The Stanley Parable,
you might like this.

To start with the positives:

I'm someone who enjoys psychological evaluations done in games, and in this game, your magical powers are based upon
personality profiling. Be indirect and gracious, and you come up a water-elementalist. Be hotheaded and brash, and you're a fire-
elementalist. Etc.

The story, when it starts to actually unfold, displays a good deal of time spent world-building to make it distinct from generic
fantasyville, although even with that said, I always wind up hungry for more world building. It's a fantasy world of peacefully
coexisting humans, elves, orcs, dwarves, and gnomes plunked down "because it's fantasy"... and I'd really like to hear some more
about how these races are meaningfully integrated into the world. But I guess the JRPG-like church consipiracy backstory will
have to do...

Also, this game actually tells you what choices up what stats, and when stat checks occur, so that you know when and why you
fail at a task. Why don't more of these games do that?!

But as someone who enjoys this kind of fiction, I can't help but have gripes...

The writing style is decently clever, but unfortunately, the author tries a little too hard to be more clever than they actually are.
Suspension-of-Disbelief-shattering anachronistic references mar otherwise serious moments in the narrative, undercutting the
drama and ability to relate to the characters, which is the lifeblood of a story like this. In the balancing act of taking itself too
seriously versus taking nothing seriously, this game is in the "laughs at its own jokes" territory. You get a "Watchu talkin' bout?" as
part of a serious narrative. This also applies to how everything is described sexually - your would-be knight friend is referenced as
always wanting to play with her sword, or smack things with her sword... HER sword in this case, because the character's gender is
determined by your own choices, but the text was obviously not written to take account of this fact. Likewise, you must be a real
horn-dog. At least, that's what the text assumes, because even the tiniest bit of innuendo is always presumed in its most sexual light.

The game also suffers from a bit of the problem of "Everyone is Protagasexual"; if you play as a gay character, it magically
means that every character becomes gay the instant they consider you, even if every other relationship is straight. If you're playing
as a lesbian, the game comments on how the girls all wanted to flirt with you, while your magic lesbian awareness field keeps
straight men from ever trying to ask you out. (And vice-versa if a gay man.) For a world that occasionally tries to be the 14th
century (said directly in the text) with occasionally realistic depictions of medieval life, it's also surprisingly casual about
homosexuality even while it says that young women who cannot produce children aren't valued. Must be the effect of all the elves
they live with! Any character that you're supposed to have anything remotely like an attraction to will have their gender set by your
preference (no bisexual players!) decided at the start of the game, and every single one of them tends to be described with passages
about how you're instantly enchanted by their looks, in spite of the actual description of their appearance, short of eye and hair
color, being quite scant. Also, one of your romantic options is a furry catboy\/girl. Plus anyone remotely magical changes eye
colors constantly, even within the same paragraph, and your character gets a grey hair stripe like Rogue from X-Men. (Even though
you never set your own hair color to start with.) Maybe it's for the best there wasn't more description, or we'd be dealing with a bad
Harry Potter fanfic...

It also asks you to make most of your choices that determine what sort of character you are, and how you view other entities like,
say, the church, before you even know a thing about what the local religion even is. This practically begs you to just insert your own
opinion of your own locally dominant real-life religion, when, you know, the fact that this religion is not any real-world religion,
and doesn't operate on the same principles might have SOME impact on how you react to it...

Also, as is always the flaw of these sorts of stories, there's basically one path forward up until the very end, and all that changes
are your stats. Stats are used pass\/fail, but different builds basically use different stats to accomplish the same thing. (I.E. Talk
someone down rather than force them to relent with force.) This ultimately runs into the same problem other games like Versus has
(or for that matter, BioWare games with good\/evil meters), where once you pick one stat, you might as well min\/max it, because
each time you pick it, that stat gets better (and its opposing stat gets worse), and makes it more likely to succeed next time, as well.
This turns the story not into deciding what you would do in the moment so much as guessing which choice powers up your build. At
least, unlike Versus, this game does have checks without choices, where you just need to have a certain amount of "vigilant" to
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succeed, that actually give the choice of a build some sense that you missed out on some things. These are usually inconsequential,
because they can't really meaningfully punish players for a choice when they would later punish the opposite choice, since there
isn't the sort of inventory or health system of a real RPG, but it's still at least a token effort that gives some sense of meaning to
choices. Other choices give you "renown", which is basically just "right answer score" - you can't really fail most of the game's
choices, so you just get renown when you pick the right answer for your build, and the game progresses, regardless.

And while this may be part of the "not as clever as they think they are" gripe, the story as a whole is just WAY too meta to really get
entirely into. It starts off pretending to be a swashbuckling tale of heroism, and your character is an Action Survivor that gets
carried over the finish line in spite of their abilities by their companions at every turn. M Night Shyamalan may as well have guest
written the ending.

So... bottom line, expect less Errol Flynn and more Hideo Kojima. Fun for those who enjoy getting their chain yanked.. Disorienting
with annoying messages. Something about the turns makes me uncomfortable. I would not recommend this to new VR users or those
sensitive to bad VR environments. The tilt move is very uncomfortable, at least while standing. Like a roller coaster ride without the
roller coaster. Beautiful environment. Would be great if you could record videos of your eagle flying, like in the demos.. Worst
version i ever played i preferd PS4 !. Short. Sweet. Immersive. Well made. Free.

Why are you still reading this? Try it!. It's pretty good.. Lucu bos. enak buat main dikantor, sambil santai2. wk.k.k.... I can not
recommend this game to be honest. It's short. The alternative game modes can be annoying. You can not choose which type of mode
you get, you have to spin a wheel so it's random.

Extended play (after "beating" the normal play) could have been redeeming since then you can do the game modes you've missed in
the different hidden object scenes, but by then I was so bored, I de installed. I felt no sense of reward but completionists might like
to do all modes on all scenes and fill the board with stars :)

Don't buy if not on super sale.

Edit: I forgot to mention the bonus thingies that randomly pop up with which you can earn extra hint tokens: they are timed with a
nervous melody that made me rather jittery.. We asked for it and SakuraGame delivered.
You get a folder with all the songs in .wav format plus an in-game music player.

Time to listen to Martha's theme until I get sick of it \u2665. in this game you play as Gray Cat
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